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Marian Smith recaptures a rich period in French musical theater when ballet and opera were

intimately connected. Focusing on the age of Giselle at the Paris Opéra (from the 1830s

through the 1840s), Smith offers an unprecedented look at the structural and thematic

relationship between the two genres. She argues that a deeper understanding of both ballet

and opera--and of nineteenth-century theater-going culture in general--may be gained by

examining them within the same framework instead of following the usual practice of telling

their histories separately. This handsomely illustrated book ultimately provides a new portrait of

the Opéra during a period long celebrated for its box-office successes in both genres.Smith

begins by showing how gestures were encoded in the musical language that composers used

in ballet and in opera. She moves on to a wide range of topics, including the relationship

between the gestures of the singers and the movements of the dancers, and the distinction

between dance that represents dancing (entertainment staged within the story of the opera)

and dance that represents action. Smith maintains that ballet-pantomime and opera continued

to rely on each other well into the nineteenth century, even as they thrived independently. The

"divorce" between the two arts occurred little by little, and may be traced through unlikely

sources: controversies in the press about the changing nature of ballet-pantomime music,

shifting ideas about originality, complaints about the ridiculousness of pantomime, and a little-

known rehearsal score for Giselle.?

"Now that opera studies have finally recognized the importance of the visual, a book that

reveals the web of reciprocities that existed between ballet and opera during a particularly

lively period in the history of both will undoubtedly find a wide readership. The information,

presented here through judicious examples chosen from both repertoires, is utterly fascinating

and brand new." �Rebecca Harris-Warrick, Cornell University"An informative and enjoyable read

for both scholars and nonspecialists, whether in dance or in opera. Marian Smith's views are

refreshingly new and show unknown facets of the Romantic ballet, discussed with admirable

accuracy. Works that survived only as exotic or mysterious titles in dance history manuals thus

regain their long lost identities and their historical significance. Those who work in the field of

dance reconstruction will especially benefit from this book." �Giannandrea Poesio, University of

Surrey --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Winner of the 2001 De la Torre Bueno

Prize for Most Distinguished Book in Dance Scholarship, Dance Perspectives Foundation (New

York)""To readers interested in the evolution of opera and ballet performance practice, Smith's

meticulously documented study offers a chance to see many familiar works in a new and

surprising light."---M. Lignana Rosenberg, Opera News"Marian Smith's book is a swift and

easy read, fully researched, informative, genuinely insightful about her subject. Definitely one

for the bookshelf."---David Blewitt, Opera Now --This text refers to the paperback edition.From

the Inside Flap"Now that opera studies have finally recognized the importance of the visual, a

book that reveals the web of reciprocities that existed between ballet and opera during a

particularly lively period in the history of both will undoubtedly find a wide readership. The

information, presented here through judicious examples chosen from both repertoires, is utterly

fascinating and brand new."--Rebecca Harris-Warrick, Cornell University"An informative and

enjoyable read for both scholars and nonspecialists, whether in dance or in opera. Marian

Smith's views are refreshingly new and show unknown facets of the Romantic ballet, discussed



with admirable accuracy. Works that survived only as exotic or mysterious titles in dance

history manuals thus regain their long lost identities and their historical significance. Those who

work in the field of dance reconstruction will especially benefit from this book."--Giannandrea

Poesio, University of Surrey--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.From the Back Cover"Now that opera studies have finally recognized the importance of the

visual, a book that reveals the web of reciprocities that existed between ballet and opera during

a particularly lively period in the history of both will undoubtedly find a wide readership. The

information, presented here through judicious examples chosen from both repertoires, is utterly

fascinating and brand new."--Rebecca Harris-Warrick, Cornell University"An informative and

enjoyable read for both scholars and nonspecialists, whether in dance or in opera. Marian

Smith's views are refreshingly new and show unknown facets of the Romantic ballet, discussed

with admirable accuracy. Works that survived only as exotic or mysterious titles in dance

history manuals thus regain their long lost identities and their historical significance. Those who

work in the field of dance reconstruction will especially benefit from this book."--Giannandrea

Poesio, University of Surrey--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMarian

Smith is Associate Professor of Music at the University of Oregon. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Read more
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John H. Turner, “Fascinating insights into a little understood period in ballet and opera.. This is

the first rate companion to A Ballet Called Giselle, as it goes so much farther to make sense of

everything, particularly where what is no longer present on stage or in the score is concerned.”

Wally12, “One of the best researched books in the area of teh Romantic Ballet that has been

published. This book is amazing, it has so much information, that it takes you several times to

read, to really get it all in your head. I loved it.”

M H Melin, “Five Stars. A good and comprehensive study of a particular era of classical dance.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 4 people have provided feedback.
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